1 GOD's latest message the Law-Giver Manifest

1GOD 1FAITH 1Church Universe Custodian Guardians

The Khronicle presents events & explanations from the beginning of time to
now. Humankind's family-tree, our Heritage & Knowledge-Continuity!

Humankind's Family-Tree
Week 1 Birth of Humankind !
Ancient-Times 1st Civilizations !
Distant-Past -2,100 to -1,400 yrs !
Medium-Past -1,400 to -700 yrs !
Near-Past -700 to -70 yrs !
Current-Times -70 to 0 yrs !
New-Age from 0 years on-ward's !

1GOD is waiting to here from YOU ! ÿ

H E R I T A G E – Prayer
Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Is thankful for having a Heritage
A Heritage that shows were we come from
A Heritage that tells who we are
A Heritage that can be passed on to the next generation
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
This prayer is recited at home or at a Gathering !

ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ
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Week 1

CREATION

Day 1
In the beginning there was 1GOD & nothing: colorless, lifeless, motionless, soulless, soundless, & timeless, without
a cycle of beginning & end.
Physically within 1GOD are all the building blocks that exist to
make up the Universe both positive & negative. Spiritually the
Original Soul is 1GOD both good & bad.
1GOD was bored. 1GOD exhaled, a mist was created. This
mist contained all the basic ingredients found in the universe,
spreading into all directions into the nothing. The physical
Universe was born. The motion created a whooshing noise;
'Motion' & 'Sound' were born.
1GOD called this (Work)Day 1 & Time was born.

Day 2
1GOD clapped his hands; it sounded like a bang. This created heat
& the fusion of gases within the mist, positive & negative clashed,
sparks(Lightning) followed by explosions(Thunder) resulted. As
the gases mixed, absorbed & destroyed, the 'Cycle of Beginning &
End & Recycling'(CB&E&R) was born. This spectacle was also
the birth of 'Color'.

The newly created mixtures were slightly imperfect, unequal, different, just the way 1GOD liked it. Imperfection started 'Evolution'
Evolution being imperfect made mistakes but also resulted in uniqueness. Nothing is perfect or without mistakes. Evolution is
1GOD's favorite creation.
1GOD called this (Work)Day 2

Day 3
1GOD played with the mixtures, analyzed them & liquefied some of the gases
creating hot & cold concoctions this also created some cases of solidification.
1GOD formed balls pulsating, bright, fiery 'Sun-Stars' that spewed out
liquid into the Universe creating 'Planets'. This creation is known as a 'Solar
-system'. The Physical Universe contains many Solar-systems which live the
'Cycle of Beginning & End & Recycling'.
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1GOD called this (Work)Day 3

Day 4
1GOD then gave each combination of building blocks part of his/
her spiritual being, part of the Original Soul. Each 'Soul' received
its part at conception of the new creation of the combination of
building blocks.
When a combination of building blocks ceases to exist the Soul
returnes to 1GOD to report on experiences it had (Afterlife). Then
1GOD send's the Soul into another combination of building blocks
(Reincarnation).
When a Soul has reached a certain level of experiences it stays with
1GOD (becoming 'Eternal') in Heaven as a Custodian(Angel).
1GOD called this (Work)Day 4

Day 5
1GOD toyed with Evolution creating special
conditions on some of the Planets. These planets
who had been pointed into a certain direction,
created interdependent surroundings & life-forms.

Earth is such a Planet.
Earth is the 3rd planet from the Sun in the Destiny Solar-system.
The Earth orbits the Sun & 1 Moon orbits Earth. The Planet is
home to millions of species including humans. The interdependent
surroundings(Environment) & life-forms(plants & living creatures
) make this 'our Home'.

Planet Earth

our Home
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1GOD called this (Work)Day 5

Day 6
1GOD had the Angels to help in the spiritual Universe. Now lifeforms where needed to help in the physical Universe. 1GOD found
that Planet Earth had advanced enough to introduce Humankind.
1GOD created 3 races & Evolution cheekily evolved 1. 1GOD is happy with
3+1 Races & sees them as equals but different. 1GOD wants RacialIntegrity, mixed-breeds are an insult & do not fit into humankinds
Destiny. Racial-Integrity is not racism nor bigotry it does not mean
that 1 Race is superior to another Race. Disobeying Racial-Integrity
creates half-breed outcasts unacceptable to anyone insulting to
1GOD's design.
Humans, black skinned; wiry black hair & brown eyed
more intelligent than any other creature on the planet.
1GOD say's to them be proud to be Black because I
made you so call yourself 'African' wherever you may
live. Being proud of your Race entails mating &
multiplying within your Race: Racial-Integrity
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Should you live outside Africa add the name of the Tribe you stay
with(You live with the American Tribe) 'African-American'.
As the black people multiplied they started to wander. They could
be found in Africa, Persindia, Oceania & Mongolia. Later they were
introduced by European-Pirates to Amazonia & America as Slaves
& Europa as servants.
However the colder climate was not beneficial to the black people.
Also evolution was very slow. 1GOD decided to create 2 new races.
In Mongolia 1GOD altered human skin color giving it
a pale yellow tinge, the hair stayed black but became
straight & the brown eyes became slanted. 1GOD say's
to them be proud to be Slant-eyed because I made you so call
yourself 'Mongolian' wherever you may live.
Being proud of your Race entails mating & multiplying within your
Race: Racial-Integrity.
Should you live outside Mongolia add the name of the Tribe you stay with .
(You live with the European Tribe) 'Mongolian-European'. The slanted
eye humans multiplied & wandered into America, Amazonia,
Oceania, Persindia & Europa.
In Europa 1GOD created pale pink & ruddy skinned humans with
either blue, blue-gray, green eyes with platinum blonde
or red straight or wavy hair. 1GOD say's to them be
proud to be Pale because I made you so call yourself
'European' wherever you may live. Be proud of your
Race mate & multiply within your Race: Racial-Integrity.
Should you live outside Europa add the name of the Tribe you stay with(You
live with the Amazonian Tribe) 'European-Amazonian'. These people preferred to travel by water(inland & seas) to other Provinces.
However 2-evolution hiccup’s occurred. Europeans
stayed pale but had honey colored skin, dark brown
straight hair & brown eyes. These wandered into west
Persindia, northern Africa & southern Europa.
In Europa another lot of humans evolved back to black
skin but had black straight hair & dark eyes. 'Evolved'
1GOD say's to them be proud to be Black because Evolution
made you so call yourself 'Evolved' wherever you may live.
Being proud of your Race entails mating & multiplying within your
Race: Racial-Integrity.
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Should you live outside Persindia add the name of the Tribe you stay with.
(You live with the Oceanian Tribe) 'Evolved-Oceanian'. These people wandered into Persindia & are now present in all Provinces.
Note! Humankind like everything else in the Universe are imper
-fect, different, unique just the way 1GOD likes it.
1GOD wanted 3 racial contrasts: Black, Pale & Slant eyed. But
1GOD accepted the Evolution blacks as 4 t h race. 1GOD also wants
Racial-Integrity kept. It means no interracial mating or multiplying. 1GOD sees the 3+1 Races as equals but different.

3 + 1 Races Equal but Different
The 3+1 Races make up the 7TRIBES that live in many Shires(Home)
speaking 7 Languages & many Dialects administered by 7Provinces.
1GOD was pleased with what had been achieved in the past 5 days
& today. 1GOD reflected on the past work-week & than started
planning for the next work-week.
1GOD called this (Work)Day 6

Day 7
1GOD had a rest.
Meditating & praying seeking inner harmony & happiness for the Eternal
soul. Angels made music, sang, danced & laughter was heard everywhere.
1GOD was in the middle of all this merriment enjoying all of it.

1GOD called this (Rest)Day 7 Fun-Day for Custodian-Guardian.
The 7 Day Creation forms the basis of the Custodian-Guardian
Kalender. Note! The length of 1GOD's Day is different from Earth's
The C-G Kalender has many themes for ' Fun-Day': Celebrations,
Memorials & Shames.
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The C-G Kalender is part of New-Age time-management: C-G Klock
~ Time-Triangle ~ Night-Curfew ~ Daily-Routine ~ Daily-Prayer ~
C-G Kalender ~ Fun-Day themes ~ C-G Planner ~

MUST–DO:
1GOD set the example work 5 days on day 6 evaluate your achievement,
complete any unfinished work & plan next weeks work. On day 7 rest enjoy
life have a Fun-Day, Celebrate...
Maintain racial-integrity no interracial mating or multiplying !
Don't interfere with Evolution no cloning, genetic-modification...
Believe in Afterlife, Reincarnation, Immortality & Angels.
Believe 1GOD is the Eternal-Soul that every thing living has a Soul
Live by the 'Cycle of Beginning & End & Recycling' (CB&E&R)
Believe 1GOD is the Creator & Eternal-Soul Creator of the physical &
spiritual Universes, Creator of Evolution & Humankind !
1GOD's Design is sacred! Meddling insults 1GOD & is a Community-crime

W A R N I NG !!!
Planet Earth & Humankind are under 'Attack'! Violence, Pollution
& Wealth-Apartheid are tearing us apart! Punish Violence, Stop
Polluting & end Wealth-Apartheid. 1GOD is watching.

1 GO D is watching
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Ancient – Times I

1st Civilizations ! to -2,100* years
*New-Age new time-management is used: Custodian-Guardian Kalender

Humankind learned to walk upright, gather berries, nuts & grubb up roots.
Humans grouped to increase survival resulting in the need for leadership.
The strongest He became Tyrant & main breeder.
Humankind advanced to hunter, became tool-maker, using
tools to hunt. Sadly tools were not only used for hunting but
also for killing other humans(selfish plundering of other
humans who resisted & were killed).
Humankind discovered that hunting in groups(teamwork) brought greater success than any single hunter.
This led to planning & organizing hunting trips & raids
on other groups.
Humankind developed vocal noises, facial gestures & body language to communicate. Leading to speech & language. Communication skills led to learning & teaching. Experienced members of the group passed on gained knowledge to the learning group members. Subjects covered: collecting food, hunting, skinning, sewing, tool-making, tool usage, gestures, grunts & speech.
As Humankind moved into colder climate they hunted furred animals, skinned them & covered their body(beginning of Fashion). Bones were turned into tools. Sewing was developed & used on skins & furs. Caves & huts became
shelter. Fire making developed leading to cooking. Artistic skills like painting, carving & clay modeling appeared.

Humankind developed religious beliefs.
Evil Pagan-rituals developed
bribing God's through bloody sacrifices.
Note: 1GOD doesn't want Sacrifices(bloody or otherwise).
The Universe Custodian Guardians oppose all Sacrifices.
1GOD cannot be bribed or bought.
Other humans became aware that seeds from grasses dropped
onto the soil & trampled led to crops. This was the 1st step of
farming. Farming meant people did not have to wander.
Permanent shelter became possible. Some Humans became settlers.
Humans started to specialize leading to barter(e.g. meat, skins, burnt clay,
tools). Hunters would barter with settlers. Nomads passing settlements
would barter.
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Nomads with Evil(Tyrant) leaders would plunder & destroy settlements rape
& kill settlers. The building, destruction & rebuilding cycle was established.
Both the spear & bow & arrow increased hunting capabilities as
well as slaughter of humans. Settlers used the new hunting tools
as weapons to defend themselves.
Hunters became aware of the benefits of controlling herds & following them. Hunting became secondary. A nomadic life-style developed.
The 1st step of domestication of animals.
Settlers started to domesticate smaller animals. Settlers developed closer rela
-tionships with animals. Pets developed, by animals accepting humans as
their master & a human need for companion-ship. Domestication of animals
improved the supply of food, skins & bones for tools & weapons & barter.

Civilization needed better communication than vocal
hearsay. Writing skills developed. When numbers were
added human development started to accelerate.
The wheel made humans more mobile. They could travel faster & longer distances carrying more goods. What the wheel did on land the sail achieved on
water. Raiders(Nomad & Settler) used both for their criminal activities.

Leaders of Nomad Raiders had 1st choice of plundering making them more
wealthy than other Raiders. Farming communities also picked usually the
most successful farmer or barterer as Leader. Both type of Leaders developed
Estate planning. The desire to pass on power & wealth to their children.
Hereditary Tyrannies* became common. Leaders gave themselves fanciful
(royal) titles, 'Monarchs'*. Some power-crazed leaders claimed to be a God.

*Custodian Guardians oppose Hereditary Tyrannies & Monarchs as Evil.

Settler Monarch's build fortifications & established full-time armed men
(Guards...) Religious leaders build places of worship(Temple...). Graveyards
& Shrines for the transition to the Afterlife became common.
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Trade routes evolved. Greedy Evil Monarchs followed these with their
armies & established Tyrannical Empires(Civilizations). These Civilizations
were ruled by violence & ended violent.
Everything has a beginning & end so do Civilizations. At the beginning there
is struggle & strong religious Belief. Success replaces struggle. Peace: increases wealth, population, reduces work-ethic, increases leisure-time & boredom.
Boredom leads to immorality. This decay increases addiction. It replaces Religion with irresponsibility(just having fun), silly freedoms, outrages philosophies. When the struggle stops stagnation sets in leading to decay & the end.

Humankind developed 1GOD beliefs:
Ancient-Times gave us 3 'True' messenger(Akhenaten, Invoker, Confucius).
2 'False' messenger(Moses & Buddha) & an Evil, Anti-GOD cult: 'Bad-Seed'
(Israelites), which is operating now.

Akhenaten (Amanhotep IV) African-Reformer
Akhenaten promoted 1GOD both masculine(HE) & feminine(SHE) simultaneously. That all creation came from 1GOD & was within the Creator!
That no image of 1GOD exists! That Sun-light was the main reason for their
being life on Earth!
Akhenaten promoted family & family-sharing as path to lasting 'Happiness'.
Promoted Harmony between Humankind & Habitat! Promoted diplomacy
over war for solving border disputes. Sped up construction by using smaller
building blocks.

Akhenaten arrogantly claimed to be the 'only Son'* of 1GOD (False).
Akhenaten failed to end 'Paganism' its rituals & recycle their places of worship & symbols. Pageants' tried to erase his existence.
*Jesus(false messiah) used the same arrogant words(plagiarized).
Note! Religious writer in that region used Akhenaten's words & deeds in
their writings(Israelite, Moslem , Christian ...).
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Invoker (Zoroaster) of a Good Mind & Actions
In Ancient-time in Persindia 1GOD found a man suitable to become a messenger. Invoker of a Good Mind & Good Actions(Zoroaster). Like Akhenaten
he saw the importance of the Sun for life on Earth!

The 'Invoker was very wrong, promising a Super-human(messiah*) would
come. This Super-human would make humankind happy & solve all problems. Many cults picked up this wrong message & promised a messiah.
* Note! No Super-human (messiah) is coming to make humankind happy &
solve all problems. 1GOD wants humankind to proof that they have developed sufficiently to handle happiness & problem solving. 1GOD will help
humankind in situations that are beyond it's capabilities.
The 'Invoker' has established some fundamental truths:
1GOD is the creator of the physical & the spiritual universes.
1GOD is to be worshiped as Supreme.
Worshiping can be done both at home & in the community.
Everyone should work actively towards improving the local community.
Oppose pollution of water, land & atmosphere.
Oppose corruption & injustice.
Support religious morality & social justice.
Note! When Persians embraced the teachings of the Invoker they flourished
establishing the greatest Empire of their time. When they replaced the
Invoker teachings with Islam they started to shrivel.
Due to evolutionary change other messages from that time are not relevant
anymore. For supporters of the 'Invoker'(Zoroastrians, Parsi) it is time to
change to 1GOD's latest message. The 'Law-Giver Manifest'.
The Custodian-Guardians' offer the olive branch of non-violence,
harmony & friendship to the followers of the 'Invoker of a Good
Mind & Good Actions' to join 1GOD 1Faith 1Church Universe Custodian
Guardians in spreading 1GOD's latest message the 'Law-Giver Manifest'!
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Confucius
In Ancient-time in Mongolia 1GOD found a man suitable
to become a mentor to Humankind: Confucius !
Confucian words of Wisdom!
Do not do to others what you do not want done to yourself!
Before you embark on a journey of revenge, dig 2 graves!
Everything has its beauty but not everyone sees it!
Hold faithfulness & sincerity as first principles!
When anger rises, think of the consequences!
Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in getting up every time we do!.
To see what is right, & not to do it, is want of courage or of principle!
He who speaks without modesty will find it difficult to make his words good!
The firm, the enduring, the simple & the modest are near to virtue!
The people may be made to follow a path of action, but they may not be
made to understand it!
Virtue is not left to stand alone. He who practices it will have neighbors.
The scholar who cherishes the love of comfort is not fit to be deemed a
scholar!
Life is really simple, but we insist on making it complicated.
In a country well governed, poverty is something to be ashamed of. In a
country badly governed, wealth is something to be ashamed of.
I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.
The more man meditates upon good thoughts, the better will be his world
and the world at large.
Real knowledge is to know the extent of one's ignorance.
Wisdom, compassion, and courage are the three universally recognized
moral qualities of men.
Faced with what is right, to leave it undone shows a lack of courage.
It does not matter how slowly you go as long as you do not stop.
For supporters of 'Confucius' it is time to change to 1GOD's latest message.
The Law-Giver Manifest.
The Custodian-Guardians' offer the olive branch of non-violence,
harmony & friendship to the followers of 'Confucius' to join
1GOD 1Faith 1Church Universe Custodian Guardians
~~~
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Hinduism
In Ancient-time on the Indian-Peninsula (east of the IndusRiver system & south of the Himalayan Mountain Range)
a people developed traditional religious philosophies.
They were invaded. To distinguish themselves from the
invaders. The locals called themselves Hindu! English
invader, occupier, oppressor & exploiters called the local
religious writings: Hinduism!

There were different people writing numerous holy books. Creating a family
of religious philosophies rather than a single religion. This collection of
ideas embodies 'Hinduism'!
Hindus believe in a cycle of birth, death & rebirth governed by Karma. A
soul passes through successive lives. Its next incarnation is always
dependent on how the previous life was lived.
Hindu text (e. g. Vedas) brings 'Knowledge'. Many scriptures discuss 'code
of conduct', 'law' & duty. 'Hinduism' is a way of life.
Many Hindus crave for a Supreme Being (1GOD). Hindu scriptures are dated.
It is time for Hindu's to embrace 1GOD's latest message:

The Law-Giver Manifest !
The Custodian-Guardians' offer the olive branch of non-violence,
harmony & friendship to the followers of 'Hinduism' to join 1GOD
1Faith 1Church Universe Custodian Guardians !
Note! This offer also applies to followers of Jainism & Sikhism.
Jainism is an ancient religion from India that teaches
that the way to liberation & bliss is to live a life of
harmlessness & renunciation. The aim of Jain life is
to achieve liberation of the soul.
Sikhs
think religion should be practised
by living in the world & coping
with life's everyday problems.
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Buddha (Siddhartha Gautama)
Buddhism is not a Religion. It is a collection of nonsensical hallucinations
& some visions based on hearsay. It has no spiritual connection with 1GOD!
Buddhism is based on sayings of Siddhartha Gautama. He
came from a well off family. Who lived in the Himalayas.
Siddhartha lived a sheltered & spoiled life. Siddhartha left
his sheltered life. He was seeking enlightenment by finding
1GOD ! Siddhartha never found 1GOD !
Siddhartha tried fasting. His dying brain gave him hallucinations. HE tried herbal concoctions. His brain gave him
hallucinations. Meditation was next. His brain gave him
some visions. Siddhartha did not find 1GOD.
Siddhartha held public meetings, talking about his life-experiences & what
he learned. His speeches where retold by admirers for a long time before
being written down. Being hearsay Siddhartha's (now called Buddha)
original words & meaning are lost.
Because his insights are based on a tortured brain & he never found 1GOD.
Buddhism is not a Religion & useless for achieving Humankind's Destiny.
Buddhists' should seek Religion!

The Custodian-Guardians' offer the olive branch of non-violence,
harmony & friendship to the followers of 'Buddha' to join 1GOD
1Faith 1Church Universe Custodian Guardians in spreading
1GOD's latest message the 'Law-Giver Manifest'!

Bad Seed Cult

(Israeli)

This Cult claims to be 4000 years old. They call themselves Israeli. Their
religious writings are historic fantasy based on hearsay, fabels & fairy-tales.
They inbreed their wickedness. They claim to have been promised land. 1GOD
is angered with their violent behaviour & their parasitic greed. They got their
promised land. Now 1GOD wants the Israeli to live there & nowhere else.
Every human has a moral & civil duty to help them to leave or be transported
to Israel. Don't anger 1GOD send Israeli to the 'Promised Land'.
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Distant – Past

-2,100 to -1,400 years

This was China's Golden-Age. They invented the standard paper-making
process. Converted iron-ore to pig iron, cast iron, wrought iron & steel. The
improved smelting techniques in bronze & iron led to advanced range of
agricultural tools, carpenter tools, culinary tools, domestic tools & weapons.
The waterwheel was used. The Silk Road was established. This trade route
from China to Europe was a great source of wealth.

The Distant-Past sees the fusion of Greek & Roman culture. The beginning of
the Roman Empire. The Romans were the greatest plagiarizers' in human
history. When they came across a good idea, application (template), system
they copied (absorbed) it. Then they tried to make it more successful. They
did this with administration, architecture, education, laws, military, religion,
& science. The Romans turned the Mediterranean Sea into a Roman
backwater. The slaves produced the wealth & the military secured &
expanded the Empire. Money-lending & litigation became major routes to
enrichment & influence in the Empire. The undermining of Roman authority
by Christian Zealots. Germanic hordes force a splitting of the Roman Empire!

Group of 13

1st Christians !

The 'Group of 13' consisted of 1 religious Reformer (Jesus the Son of a
Carpenter) & 12 picked-up Israelite & Non-Israelite followers (Disciples).
Background, location: Jesus was born & educated an Israelite who lived in
Palestine a Territory occupied by Rom. The Israelite were the major ethnic
group in Palestine. To keep revolts against Rom at a minimum, Rom allowed
the Israelite to have a Monarch. Executive Judicial power was with the
Occupiers.
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Background, misconception 1: Jesus' parents Joseph & Mary traveled
through Palestine not because of a Roman census but were on the run from
debt-collectors. Joseph had borrowed money from a money-lender (loanshark affiliated with Rabbis) for materials for work. His Client a Roman
citizen left abruptly without paying. A writer wanted to give a reason for the
travel but not the real reason picked an event (Roman census) that sounded
plausible (literary-freedom). Other writers just copied.
Background, misconception 2: Destitute Joseph & Mary were
on the run, Joseph could not have children, being mutilated
when circumcised. Mary became pregnant, to cover the Shame
of Rape, 1GOD was blamed (miraculously virginal conception).
Background, misconception 3: Far-East Astronomers saw a Super-Nova
believed it to be a sign that an important person was born. Writers wrote
3Kings saw a bright Star & came to see the birth of a King.
Background, Jesus: Born (birth-date unknown) in Palestine Son of a
Carpenter, learned his fathers trade then joined an all HE cult near the DeadSea to gain moral education. The Cult taught Jesus 'Forgiveness' & Sharing'
but also exposed him to homosexuality. As Senior cult members forced ever
younger cult members into participating in homosexual practices, then
praying for forgiveness'. Jesus left, to become a traveling preacher.
Note! Jesus like every heterosexual (normal) has an inbuilt revulsion &
disgust to homosexuals (abnormal disability). Jesus embraced forgiveness
but in his heart he could not forgive homosexuals.
Jesus was taught by the cult to orate (public-speaking) but not to write.
Anything Jesus said is lost. Writings claiming to know what Jesus said are as
reliable as the 'Grimm Brothers Fairy-Tales' based on hearsay, writers
interpretation & imagination. We don't really know what Jesus said or meant.
All monks, nuns, clergy & others are wasting their time & lives studying these
historic fantasies.
Jesus, failed Israelite religious Reformer
Jesus was a charismatic, handsome, orator. The cult had taught him
oral skills but not writing. He preached forgiveness & sharing.
His travels through Palestine made him aware of the great
suffering & misery of the people brought on by the Rabbis &
Monarchist. He saw how credit destroyed families (reminding
him of his parents).
Jesus introduced satire as social-criticism (of Royalist & Rabbis)
in his speeches. The Disciples backed him up, by addressing
Jesus as King, Lord, Messiah... The crowds loved it, Jesus
became a Celebrity.
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The Monarchists' did not like Jesus the celebrity & feared the
anarchistic parts of his speeches. The Rabbis saw him a disruptive
fake insulting 1GOD. Monarchists & Rabbis hatched a plan to use
Roman Judicial power to kill Jesus & blame Rom.
1 of the Disciples, confessed their love & affection to Jesus. Jesus felt &
showed revulsion (forgiveness was not in his heart). The Disciple was
shocked, hurt, dismayed, vengeance entered his mind.
The Disciple went to a Tavern, bared to other alcoholics his pain & need for
vengeance. A Monarchist offered help with vengeance.
The Disciple disclosed the whereabouts of Jesus. The Monarchist
threw some coins on the table & the Disciple ordered more alcohol
sharing with his new found alcoholic friends.
Jesus was tortured & found guilty by the Israelites. The Roman
Governor could not belief that the crowd (incited by Rabbis &
monarchists) wanted the same punishment for preaching as for
killing. He tested the crowd by promising to pardon 1. The
Israelites chose a killer. The Roman Governor was disgusted.
Jesus was nailed to a wooden cross.
The Dead-Sea cult had heard of Jesus' predicament, came, bribed a guard &
replaced Jesus with a dead-man. Jesus wanted to say good-bye to the
Disciples. His resurrection was staged to create mystery. Jesus went back to
the Dead-Sea!

Jesus wanted to reform the Israelite. His Disciples went to the than Center of
the Universe: ROM! They went to reform the Romans. The beginning of
Christianity (Rogue-Israelite).

Christianity

1st Christians !

With Jesus gone, 2 of his Disciples moved to Rome, establishing Christianity.
They followed the Roman example of Plagiarizing. Absorbing other religious
& pagan-rituals. They became the Roman Empires main religion. The Roman
Empire adoption of Christianity was the beginning of its end.
Christianity has been & is more criminal, corrupt, deceitful, immoral & violent
then any other Religious grouping. Christianity has mutated into many & diverse Cults. The 2 most Evil being, Catholics & Church of England! 1GOD is
upset!!!
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Near – Past

-700 to -70 years

SHUN
CHRISTIAN
BROTHERS
The Congregation of Christian Brothers are an Order within the Catholic
Pagan Cult originating in Ireland Europa-Province. Their original purpose
was to educate youth. They developed 'ICttm'(Irish Child-terrorizing teaching method) which spread like cancer around the world.
Endorsed by the Evil Vatican it became modus operandi for all Catholic education. Their 1st education facility opened in Waterford Ireland & their reign
of child-terrorism began. Encouraged & protected by Bishops, Archbishops,
Cardinals & 'Popes'.
Christian Brothers believe in Satan & Hell. They couldn't wait to go there.
They created Hell on Earth for the children of our Planet. We pray to 1GOD
that they are held accountable in life & Afterlife. That the Christian Brothers &
Clergy(Priests to Popes), Parents, Police, Judiciary, Politicians, other,... who
protected practitioners of the 'Irish Child-terrorizing teaching-method' relive
the misery & suffering of the children now & for all time. Join our prayer.

'Irish Child-terrorizing teaching-method'
Homosexual Rape, oral sex, masturbation, masturbating animals, testicle
fondling, beatings, flogging, humiliating, food deprivation, hard labor, hypothermia,... Every day, every night, every week, every month every year...

'Christian-Brothers Circle of Enlightenment'
Christian Brothers would form a circle in the middle a young boy without
underpants. The boy was homosexuality raped until he bleeds from the anus.
The Christian Brothers chastise the boy for making them do this. They tell the
boy they are like this because GOD made them like this. If the boy talks back
he is beaten. The Christian-Brothers are jovial & pleased with themselves.

'Christian-Brothers Guilt'
Christian Brothers not only sexually & physical assaulted the children around
the world. They lied, blaming their victims, claiming the victims where bad.
All Christian Brothers forgave each other, protected each other, perjured
themselves to Police & Judiciary. Christian-Brothers Sexual Predators moved
around looking for new hunting grounds to terrorize Children. Being Catholics they claimed infallibility. They received protection from
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Catholic clergy(Priest to Pope) who instructed Police, Judiciary, politicians
who are Catholics to ignore victims.

'Christian-Brothers Accountability'
Never in human history has there been such continuous sexual assault on
children been committed worldwide. Every parent on the planet has a moral
duty to demand from their government, to pursue every Christian-Brother &
Catholic that protected them, prosecute MS/R7
Everything the Christian-Brothers own is confiscated(including personal
items) without compensation. Every building used by the Christian-Brothers
is a place of Evil. These places are demolished & recycled & rebuilt as Rehabilitation Compounds. Any memory of Christian-Brothers is erased.

'Irish Shame'
Irish Parents, Irish Community, Irish Police, Irish Judiciary, Irish Politicians
have all failed Irish Children & Children around the world. Let Irish know
(non-violent) how disappointed you are at their lack of compassion, conscience & justice. Irish because of their irresponsible immoral criminal behavior
are not acceptable to be employed anywhere in the world as police, judiciary,
in education or elected to any political office.

'Catholic Shame'
Catholics embraced the 'Irish Child-terrorizing teaching method' using it in Catholic Education endorsed & promoted by
the Vatican. Catholics then conspired, to hide & help Catholic
Child Abusers to escape. Perjured, bullied, destroyed evidence
, threatened victims all this to protect Catholic Child Abusers.
Catholic Police, Judiciary & Politicians participated in this
criminal behavior by not prosecuting, covering up, destroying evidence...
Catholics allowing their Church to create & operate the largest Child Abuse
Organization in human history makes Catholics the greatest threat to the
Children of the World. SHAME on Catholics. Making Catholics unfit parents.
Government that allows Catholic education. Government that takes resources
& funds from public schools to give to Catholic education fails in their duty of
care to the children they are supposed to protect. Government that fails children is unacceptable, is replaced, prosecuted, MS/R7
Catholic Parents, Community, Police, Judiciary, Politicians have all failed
Catholic Children. Let Catholic know(non-violent) how disappointed you are
at their lack of compassion, conscience & justice. Catholics because of their
irresponsible immoral criminal behavior are not acceptable to be employed
anywhere in the world as police, judiciary, in education or elected to any
political office.
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'How Catholic Clergy (Pope to Priest) Insult 1GOD'
The Catholic Church are the largest Anti-SHE organization. 1GOD being both
HE & SHE designed HE & SHE to be different but equal. Wanting HE & SHE
to live & work as part of an equal team with different rolls.
Catholics start a week with a rest-day(Sunday) have a five day workweek & 1
day shopping. 1GOD has a 6 day workweek on day 7 a Fun-Day.
Catholics oppose mating(celibacy) multiplying starting a family. 1GOD wants
HE & SHE to enter a 'Holy Matrimony' Contract. Mate, Multiply, start a
family.
Catholics sacrifice eating body & drinking blood. Body is replaced
with bread & blood is replaced with Alcohol. Catholics are main
cause of Alcohol Addiction & teenage binge-drinking. 1GOD does
not want sacrifice or alcohol.

'Catholic Parents'
Catholic Parents have & are being deceived, mislead & betrayed by Catholic
clergy(Priest to Pope). Catholic clergy by design oppose Family(marriage,
children). Making them unsuitable to give marital or parental advice & guidance. Making them also unsuitable to teach or be with children, teenagers,..
Because Catholic clergy believe in Catholic infallibility they deceive & mislead
parents about their immorality & criminality.
Moral, caring parents should leave Catholic-Education & Catholic Church for
their children security. These parents will be welcome by 'CustodianGuardian's. This Welcome doesn't apply to Christian-Brothers nor Catholic
clergy(Priest to Pope).
1GOD 1FAITH 1Church Universe Custodian-Guardians support HE & SHE
being equal but different. HE & SHE enter a 'Holy Matrimony' Contract, have
Children starting a family. Parents, Children & educators participate in nonelitist free community-education & free health-care(SmeC, PHeC).

Children are our future
Children are our immortality
Children deserve
to be cared for, protected & loved
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New – Age

from 0 year on-wards

The New-Age is evolving
Planet Earth 1GOD's favorite Creation has been ravaged
by human made pollution & environmental vandalism,
greed, corruption, cults, immorality & Evil. 1GOD will
cleans Planet Earth using natural forces as tools.
Cleansing began at '0.1.1.1'* (2004)

Life on Planet Earth as we know it will cease.
Life on Earth will be totally different.
The 'Law-Giver Manifest' will be our Guide.
Since year 0 (2004) the melting of Glaciers & Northern
& Southern Poles Ice is speeding up. This will lead
(eventually) to huge chunks of Ice to break loose. Drift
away on both Poles unbalancing Planet Earth.
This will make the planet wobble severely over a 3 day period.
Resulting in a sharp movement & realignment of Earth's North
South Pole Axis. The Axis will settle in a different configuration
there will be new Poles.
The sharp realignment of the Axis leads to a short-term gravity
change for Planet Earth, resulting in a new orbit of the Moon.
Satellites & the Space-station will alter their orbits. The Ocean
currents will change.
The Earth-Plates will move. Earthquakes will create tidal
-waves & make Volcanoes erupt. Low-lying Coastal areas
will be covered by the Sea.
After ~ Life-forms will disappear. Eventually mutated evolutionary
new life-forms will appear. HUMANKIND will be reduced by a 1/3!
Human created Nuclear-Power Stations will leak poisoning soil,
water & air ~ Toxic-Dumps will leak poisoning soil, water & air ~
Tall buildings & bridges will collapse ~ Tunnels near water will
flood ~
Ruptured Gas lines will start fires ~ Dams will break & flood
surrounding areas ~
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Oil-Rigs will pollute the Oceans ~ Leaking Oil Storage & pipelines
will pollute soil & water or burn polluting air.

The destroyed infra-structure & pollution will lead to food &
water shortage ~ Civilizations will disintegrate resulting in
looting, raping, brutalization & killing ~ Financial-Markets will
collapse & Capitalism will go bankrupt.
The worlds oldest & most Evil Terrorist's (Israelite) will be caged &
cease to exist. Christianity in general & English speaking
Christians in particular will suffer the most. Also countries that
embrace English speaking Christian culture & Capitalism will
suffer as well. Christianity (false messiah cult) will be reduced to
insignificant pagan cults. Light of the Desert cult (Islam) will fade into
the dust of history.
The multiple-idols cult (Hinduism) will be seen as not suitable for the NewAge.

Survivors of the cleansing of Earth by 1GOD will have:

"The Law-Giver Manifest as Guide".
Custodian-Guardian Proclaimer [humble scribe] 0.1.1.1* (1/1/2004)
Guardian of the Law-Giver Manifest
Universe Custodian Guardians

* Custodian-Guardian New-Age time-management

Law-Giver
Manifest
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